
Lynn Krawczyk Mono-printing Mania Supply List 
 
Description: Think of this class as printing press meets fabric. Utilizing the incredibly unique printing 
technique known as mono-printing, we will create one-of-a-kind fabrics that can be used in a 
wide variety of art projects. 
 
Morning portion of class: Students will explore using different items to create pattern on fabric 
using textile paint. Composition of the printed pattern will also be covered. 
 
Afternoon portion of class: Students will create a textile collage using fabrics made in the 
morning portion of the class. Additional mono-printing can be added  
 
Supply List: 
 
* fabric – I suggest bringing fat quarter size to print as it’s easier to deal with in a classroom 
setting. Can be any type of fabric. Consider bringing fabric you’ve already printed on but would 
like to continue to add layers 
 
* ½ yard acrylic felt or your favorite batting for collage construction 
 
* fusible web – misty fuse or your favorite brand 
 
* plastic to cover your workspace (a black trash bag cut open works perfectly) 
 
* plastic to put on the floor for fabric to dry on (a black trash bag cut open works perfectly) 
 
* gelatin plate – either manufactured one or homemade one (recipe will be provided) 
 
* stamps – wood block stamps, homemade stamps 
 
* natural items – leaves, twigs, spinners from trees, etc. 
 
* “found” objects – any object with interesting pattern on it. Examples include: potato masher, 
bathtub gripper stickers/mats, produce mesh bags, etc. Consider a trip to the dollar store or thrift 
store to explore for unusual items. 
 
* paper (regular computer paper is fine) 
 
* scissors 
 
* irons and ironing boards needed for class use 
 
 
Kit Fees: $10 
Kit includes: Blick Art Supplies Textile Paint in primary colors. Lynn will also bring pre-mixed colors 
and provide a handout with the mixing ratios to take home. Kit also includes materials for 
creating printing blocks, a wide variety of printing tools (such as brayers, wood block stamps, 
found objects, etc.), sponge brushes, trays to wash out tools 


